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Trends in Family Life and Children's School Performance

In 1990, President Bush and the governors of all the states agreed on six Nationa l

Education Goals for the U .S. to achieve by the year 2000 (U.S. Depaxtment of

Education, July 1990) . The first goal is that all children in America will start sehool

"ready to learn ." The school readiness goal draws attentian to a critical insight about

children's academic progress . The insight is that how children do in school depends in

large measure on things that happen before they ever set foot in a classroam .

Among the prior influenees on learning are the child's genetic endowment, prenata l

conditivns, the circumstances of birth, early nutrition, environmental hazards to whic h

the child is exposed, and the kind of inedical care that is available to the family {Plomin ,

1990; Boyer, 1991). But certainly one of the major determinants is the child's family

environment . The significance of family influences was recognized in one of th e

objectives set forth under the goal of school readiness . That was that :

"Every parent in America will be a child's first teacher and devote time each day

to helping his or her preschool child learn ; parents will have access to the training

and support they need" (U .S . Department of Education, August 1991, p . iii) .

Education professionals have long known that family background is a stronger

predictor of academic success than are school or teacher characteristics . James Coleman

told them so back in the 1960s {Coleman et al, 1966) . And a whole series of American

and international studies reiuforced the conclusion (e .g., Bachman, 1970; Mayeske et al ,

1973; Husen et al, 1967; Purves, 1973, 1981) . But educators and education reformer s
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tend to be preoccupied with what the schools are or are not doing, so they keep

forgetting just how much family matters .

The Role of the Family

Our society relies on families to perform functions that are critical to the surviva l

and development of young children . Among these functions are providing physical

necessities, like food, clothing, and shelter ; protecting children from harm and super-

vising their daily activities ; giving affection, praise, and other forms of emotional support ;

and applying firm but not harsh discipline when it is required (Zill & Coiro, 1992 ;

Baumrind, 1971) .

We expect children to form an intense, irreplaceable bond with their parents, a

bond that seems critical for normal social development in the human organism (Bowlby ,

1969; Rutter, 1981). This bond helps to nurture and shape the child's developing sens e

of self ; to steer social behavior into acceptable channels (Erikson, Sroufe, & Egeland,

1985); and to motivate accomplishments that will be gratifying to the parents (Bretherton

& Waters, 1985; Egeland & Farber, 1984) .

We count on parents to serve as the child's fu~st instructors, and to continu e

intellectual stimulation and encouragement for learning after the child has starte d

schoal. We presume that parents will teach children right from wrong, and respect fo r

the rights of others, by both precept and example . We also expect that family members

will pass on the traditions and values of the pvlitical, cultural, and religious communitie s

of which the family is a part .
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When families fail to perform these functions, or perform them badly, the child is

likely to suffer and the community to pay a price . Youngsters may be injured or even

die, excperience delays in their development, or develop abnormally . Schools may have

to compensate for a lack of intellectual stimulation at home or be forced to deal with

conduct problems that have their roots in parental neglect or family conflict . 1n extreme

cases, public agencies or private charities may be required to take over family functions .

Changing Realities of Family Life in the U .S .

The last 3Q years have seen a series of drastic alterations in patterns of family

living in the Uuited States . Some of the new ways of living have weakened the ability of

the families involved to sustain themselves or carry out traditional child-rearing func-

tions. The changing realities of family life are evidenced by statistics such as the

following :

Nowadays, one of every two marriages in the U .S. ends in divorce. After rising

dramatically in the 1950s and 1970s, divorce rates have stabilized, but at very high

levels (National Center fvr Health 5tatistics, 1991a) . Each year, about two-and-a-

half percent of all U.S . children undergo the painful experience vf seeiag their

parents separate or become divorced (calculated by the author from data in

Bianchi & MacArthur, 1991) .

Growing numbers of children are being born outside of marriage . In 1989, the

number of babies born outside of marriage in the U.S. was 1.1 million, or 27

percent of all births (National Center for Health Statistics, 1991b) . Two-thirds of

all births to black mothers occurred outside of marriage .
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Large numbers of adult females are raising children on their own, often in

poverty or welfare dependency . In 1991, there were 11 .7 million female-headed

families in the U.S., and 36 percent of them, 4 .2 million, were poor (U.S. Bureau

vf the Census, August 1992) . Female-headed families made up more than half of

all poor families in the country .

Large numbers of adult males are only loosely attached to the families and

households that contain their offspring . Many of these men see their children

sporadically, if at all (Furstenberg, Nord, Peterson, & Zill, 1983), and contribute

little or nothing to the financial support of their children (U .S. Bureau of the

Census, 1991).

As a result of simultaneous epidemics of AIDS, crack, and urban violence,

increasing numbers of families with children are unable to fulfill their traditional

functions and are instead neglecting, abusing, ar abandoning their children . More

than 2 million reports of child maltreatment are received by child protection

agencies across the U .S. each year (Select Committee on Children, 1989, pp . 190-

191). The number of children who have to be removed from their homes has

grown alarmingly . The number of children in substitute care at any given time

now stands at more than 400,UU0 (Tatara, 1991) .

Although it is not a pathological developmeat in the sense that same of the

changes listed above are, the growth of maternal employment among mothers

with young children poses challenges for the families involved . Especially chal-

lenging is the task of coming up with high-quality, affordable care for infants an d
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toddlers when women return to fu11-time, year-round work shoxtly after giving

birth. Yet this is the sector in which female employment is growing most rapidly

(Select Committee on Children, 1989, p . 83} .

Implications for Learning,

What do these changing family patterns mean for the academic achievement o f

U.S. children? To begin with, they mean that a substantial minority of youngsters are

being born or growing up in circumstances that put them at risk of low achievement and

schovl failure. For example, almost vne in every four babies born each year in the U .S.

is born to a mother who has not completed high school (National Center for Health

Statistics, 1991b). Five and a half million children under the age of six -- 24 percent of

those in this age group -- are living in poverty (U .S. Bureau of the Census, August

1992) . Nearly six-and-a-half million preschool children -- or 28 percent -- are living with

single parents or stepparents (Zill & Coiro, 1991) . Half a millivn young c~ildren are

living apart from both of their parents, and being raised by grandparenfs or other

relatives or in fvster care (U.S. Bureau of the Census, April 1992) .

Each of these conditions -- low parent education, poverty, not living with bath

birth parents -- has been shown to increase a child's chances vf experiencing problerns in

school. The prvblems include having to repeat ane or more grades, requiring remedial

instruction or special educational services, being suspended or expelled from school, and,

eventually, dropping out before finishing high schovl. To illustrate the relationship

befween family circumstances and school performance, let us look at some data on grad e
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repetition from the 19$$ National Health Interview Survey on Child Health (Dawson,

1991 ; Zill and Coiro, 1991} .

Famil circumstances and ra e etition . The survey shows that I$ percent of

all U.S . children aged 7 to 17 have had to repeat a grade in school . (Table 1). Amang

children living in welfare families, however, the proportion repeating is 34 percent; a.nd

among those in poor families not receiving AFDC, the proportion is 28 percent . By

contrast, among children in non-poor families, 17 perGent have repeated a grade .

The likelihood of being held back varies markedly with the parents' educatio n

ieveL Among children whose parents have not completed high school, 33 percent have

repeated a grade . If the parent has evmpleted high school but no more, grade repetition

is notably lower but still above average, 21 percent . Among children of college

graduates, the rate drops to 9 percent, and among the offspring of parents with graduate

educations, to 7 percent .

The likelihood of being held back also varies as a function of the child's famil y

living arrangements . The rate stands at one in three among children living with never-

married mothers, and those who live with their grandparents only, Rates for children

who live with divorced mothers, or mothers and stepfathers, are also elevated, but not as

markedly so. About one child in four has repeated a grade in school in these groups .

Among those tiving with both birth parents, however, the proportion repeating drops to

13 percent .

Grade repetition rates are higher amvng children from large families (those with

four or five children or more) than among those from smaller families, but the differenc-
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es are slight. Rates vf grade repetition do not vary significantly between students whose

mothers worked outside th.e home, full-time or part-time, and those whose mothers were

not in the labor force (Zill & Coiro, 1991) . (Data not shown . }

Ethnic Differences In Fami Circumstances and Achievemen t

Family characteristics associated with school difficulties are more common in

some racial and ethnic groups than in others. In par#icular, black and Hispanic children

in the U.S. are more likely than white or Asian children ta have parents who have not

completed high school, ta be poor, and to be living in single-parent or no-parent families

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, April 1992, Table 6) . Children in these same ethnic groups

show lower schoal achievement levels, on average (Select Committee on Children, 1989,

pp. 146-157) . For example, in the Health Interview Survey, 28 percent of black children

and 21 percent of Hispanic children had repeated a grade, as contrasted with 16 percent

of white and only 4 percent of Asian children .

When grade repetition rates are adjusted for differences in parent education ,

income, and family camposition, the ethnic disparities in grade repetaition are

substantially reduced . (See the calumn labelled "Adjusted Prvportion Repeating" in

Table 1}. This suggests that the achievement deficits af these children are at least partly

attributable to differences in the parental education level, incame, and structure of the

families in which they are growing up . This is nat the whole story, however. Even after

the means are statistically adjusted, black children coatinue to have a somewhat elevated

rate af grade repetition (22 percent), whereas Asian children have an unusually lvw rate

(7 percent}. There seems to be something favarable for achievement going on in Asia n
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families that is not captured by measures of parent education, income, or family

structure .

Trends in the livin~ circumstances of ,l~lack and Hispanic children . VVhen we

examine how the family circumstances of black and Hispanic children are changing over

time, the picture is decidedly mixed . (Table 2) . On the one hand, the proportion of

black children who live with their mothers only has increased enormously, from 30

percent in 1970 to 51 percent in 1990 (U.S . Bureau of the Census, May 1991) . Poverty

levels among black children have remained high : 41 percent of black children under 18

were in families below the poverty level in 1970, and 44 percent were in such families in

199U (U.S. Bureau of the Census, August 1991} .

On the other hand, while black children were more apt to be living with singl e

mothers during this time, those mothers were more likely to be high schovl graduates .

And each child had fewer siblings to compete with . Between 1970 and 1990, the

proportion of black elementary-school children whose parents had 12 or more years of

education climbed from 35 percent to 74 percent (Select Committee On Children, 1989,

p. 63; U.S. Bureau of the Census, May 1991) . Between 1970 and 1989, the average

nutnber of children born per black woman dropped from 3 .1 to 2.4 (National Center for

Health Statistics, 1990, and unpublished data supplied by Stephanie Ventura) .

Hispanic families showed similar trends, with some important differences . For

one thing, Hispanic children were less likely than black children to be living ia single-

parent households. But the proportion of Hispanic children in such households has been

growing . Between 1980 and 1990, the proportion of Hispanic children living with their
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mothers only rose from 20 percent to 27 percent {U.S. Bureau of the Cen~us, May

1991). Hispanic parents are less likely to be high school graduates, partly because many

of them are recent immigrants who received their schooling in nations where there is

less educational opportunity, especially for women, than ia the U.S . Nevertheless, the

prnportion of Hispanic elementary schc~olchildren with high-school graduate parents

grew from 41 percent in 1985 to 48 percent in 1990 (Select Committee on Children,

1989; U.S. Bureau of the Census, May 1991} .

Hispanic poverty ra#es are somewhat lower than those for blacks, mainly because

more Hispanic children are in two-parent families. But the proportion of Hispanic

children living below the poverty level grew from 28 percent in 1973 to 33 percent in

1980 and rose further to 38 percent in 1990 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, August 1991} .

rends in black and His anic ac 'e ement. How have the achievement levels of

African-American and Hispanic-American been changing over the same time period?

Contrary to popular impressions, black and Hispanic achievement levels have actually

been going up . (Figure 1 and Table 2) . For example, the proportion of black 17-year-

olds who shvwed they could understand complicated written material on the reading

assessment vf the National Assessment of Educational Progress more than doubled

between 1975 and 1990, rising from 8 percent in 1975 to 20 percent in 1990 . 'The

average scores of black 17-year-olds on the NAEP reading assessment rose from 241 in

1975 to 267 in I990 . Over the same period, averages for white teens rose only slightly,

from 293 to 297 (National Center for Education Statistics, November 1991, pp . 127 and

112} .
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Similarly, the average score of black high school seniors who took the verbal

portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, or SAT, rose from 332 in 1975 to 352 in 1990,1

whereas scores for white seniors declined over the same period . And the black students'

average on the math test increased from 354 to 385 over this same interval (College

Entrance Examination Board, 1991, p. v). High school graduation rates of African-

American students have also been going up (U .S. Bureau of the Census, May 1992,

Table 18) .

Similar gains have been exhibited by Hispanic students (Figure 1) . The

proportion of Hispanic 17-year-olds who could uaderstand complicated written material

on the NAEP reading assessment doubled between 1975 and 199Q, going from 13

percent to 27 percent. Average scores for Hispanic 17-year-olds rose from 252 in 1975

to 275 in 1990 (National Center for Education Statistics, November 1991, pp . 127 and

112) .

On the SAT verbal test, average scores for Puerto Rican seniors rose from a lo w

point of 345 in 1979 to 359 in 1990, while those for Mexican-Americans increased from

371 in 1975 to 3$0 in 1990. 4n the math SATs, Puerto Ricans went from 401 in 1975 to

445 in 1990, while Mexican Americans went from 410 in 1975 to 429 in 1990 (College

Entrance Examination Board, 1991, p . v) .

Clearly, the disadvantaged minority students of today are doing cansiderably

better than the disadvantaged students of yesterday . Unfortunately, their gains have left

lAverage scores cited for 1975 and 1990 are those for the 1975-76 and 19$9-90
academic years, respectively .
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them well short of the achievement levels attained by most middle-class, non-minvrity

students. By way of illustration, the National ASSessment of Educational Progress found

that, even in 1990, the number of students who could read well enough to understand

complicated written information was 20 percent among black 17-year-old students, 27

percent among Hispanic students af the same age, versus 48 percent of non-minority

students (National Center fox Education Statistics, 1991, p . 127) .

Do amil Factors Hel v E ain Achievement Gains Arnon Biac a His anics?

The fact that black and Hispanic students showed gains even while the proportio n

of children in single-parent families was rising and poverty rates remained high suggests

that these family trends may be less important for achievement than the rise in parent

education levels that occurred at the same time . It is interesting to note in this regard

that when several family factors are jointly used to predict student achievement, it is

altnost ahvays parent education -- not income or family structure -- that proves to be the

strongest predictor. This may be seen in the data from the National Health Interview

Survey on Child Health, where parent education proved a better predictor of grade

repetition than~ family incvme, welfare and poverty status, family structure, ethnic group,

or family size (Table 1) .

Note especially that when education, income, and race are taken into account, the

differences in grade repetition between children in single-parent families and those living

with both birth parents are greatly reduced. This suggests that the never-married mother

families pose a risk ta the child's achievement because of their low average education

levels, rather than because they contain only one parent . The significant variation that
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remains with family structure involves children in stepfamilies and those iiving with

grandparents or other relatives . In these cases, there seem to be some ather processes

that put the child at risk of school failure, perhaps persistent stress or the disruption of

parent-ehild bonds .

The case for parent education as the driving force behind minarity achievemen t

gains is somewhat weakened by the data on Hispanic children. Hispanic pupils showed

comparable achievement gains during this period, yet their parent education levels were

lower, and their family sizes higher, than those for black children. The trends in parent

education and family size were in the same direction for Hispanics as for blacks ,

however .

Of course, there have been other beneficial changes going vn over the last twenty

years that may help to explain the achievement gains of minority students . For one

thing, the nature af childhood poverty has been ameliorated by programs such as food

stamps, Medicaid, public housing, subsidized school lunch and breakfast, and WIC .

Because of such programs, poverty in the U .S. is a very different prvposition than

poverty in Somalia or Bangladesh.

In addition, children start school earlier and stay in school longer now than the y

did two or three decades ago . The National Household Education Survey has shown

that virtually all yaungsters in the U .5. now attend kindergarten (98%), and growing

numbers participate in Head Start or other publicly-funded preschool programs (Collins,

1991). More remedial instruction and special education services are availahle in publi c
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schools, because of programs such as Chapter I and the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act (Select Committee on Children, 1990) .

Nonetheless, the many studies showing substantial associations between paren t

education and other family factors and student achievement should lead us to pay mor e

attention to changes in these variables as potential instruments of change in pupi l

achievement . Yet many reports and trend studies produced by the U.5. Department af

Education and education researchers typically ignore the notable gains in parent educa-

tion that have occurred in the U.S . over the last thirty years . 2

The Need far Studies That Assess What Parents Actuallv Do To Stimulaxe Achievement

Demographic variables and measures of family structure can only take us so far in

understanding how families influence the achievement of their children . For example,

the variable of parent education obviously represents several different things . It is a

marker for parental IQ, because higher IQ is associated with greater educational attain-

ment. It represents the family's earning power, because higher education adults tend to

be paid more than those with less educatibn . A1so, it represents differences in what

parents do (or dv not do) with their children in the way of providing intellectual stimula-

tion, emotional support, supervision, and discipline . Clearly, there is a need for more

research that disentangles these different aspects of parent education and ~stablishes

which aspects are most critical for children's achievement . Also needed are more studie s

ZSee, for example, a report on trends in educational achievement praduced by the
Congressional Budget Offiee (1987) or the Education Department's report, out
Indicators : 1991 (1991), neither of which even mention the increases in parent education
levels .
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with represen~tative samples that measure how families actually interact wifh their chil-

dren.

There is a scale that assesses what parents do to stimulate achievement in

preschool and elementary-age children, a scale that has been applied to a nationally

representative sample of families with children . This is the Home Observation for the

Measurement of the Environment, or HOME, scale deveIoped by I~obert Bradley and

Betty Caldwell {Bradley & Caldwell, 1979; Caldwell & Bradley, 1984) . The HOME scale

appraises the arderliness, cleanliness, and safety of the physical environment, the

regularity and structure of the family's daily routine, the amount of intellecti~al

stimulation available to the chiid, and the degree of emotional support provided by

parents. It does this through a combination of questions asked of the parent and items

to be completed by the interviewer after spending time in the home observing the child's

physical surroundings and the parent and child interacting with one another .

An abbreviated version of the HOME was developed for use in the National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth, or NLSY (Baker & Mott, 1989; Zill & Coiro, 1992) . The

abbreviated HOME proved tv have reasonable -- though far from perfect -- reliability.

(Cronbach's alpha was equal to .70 for children aged 3-5) . A subscale measuring

"emotional support" was less reliable than one measuring "intellectual stimulation"

(Baker & Matt, 1989, pp. 54-56) .

Kristin Moore and I did a study using the NLSY HOME data that examined

differences in children's family environments according to the welfare and poverty status

of their families (Zill, Moore, Smith, Stief, & Coiro, 1991) . We found that anly about
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one-third of preschool children from welfare families received stimulation and support

from their parents comparable to that received by most children in families that were

neither poor nor welfare dependent . Preschoolers in non-welfare poor families also

tended to have significantly lower HOME scores than those in non-poor families. These

differences were found among blacks, Hispanics, and non-minority children, but poor

black and Hispanic families were generally more disadvantaged than poor white families

(Zill & Coiro, 1992, p . 129) .

Similar findings have emerged fram the 1991 National Household Education

Survey, a nationwide telephone survey eonducted by NCES ~West, Hauskens, Chandler,

& Collins, 1992). This survey used only parent report items, not interviewer

observations .

Unfortunately, we do not have HOME scale data from a nationally representative

sample of families studied 10, 2U, or 30 years ago . So we cannot say definitively how

American childrearing patterns have changed over this period . Some child development

scholars with long experience working with poor families have looked at the NLSY data

and been encouraged by what they saw. Their impressions were that today's poor

families were reading to their children and taking them on outings more often than low-

income families did a generation ago .3 But these are only impressions . Furthermore, it

is doubtful whether the NLSY sample included any of the most extremely disorganized

families we have today as a result of crack, AIDS, and urban violence .

3These impressions were e~cpressed by anonymous reviewers in unpublished peer
reviews of manuscript submitted to the journal Developmental Psychology, 1992.
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Our ability to assess family environments in large-scale studies is far from ideal .

Critics argue, wifh some justice, that when parents are interviewed in surveys they report

what they feel they ought to be doing with their children rather than what they actualiy

aYe doing. (Of course, the fact that parents feel guilty about not reading to their kids

could be seen as a sign of progress . )

The HOME seale has also been accused of being biased against children in singIe-

parent families and of embodying middle-class childrearing values . Perhaps the best

response to these criticisms is: °Yes, that's true, but the thing works ." That is, HOME

scores are predictive of school performance among blaek and Hispanic as well as non-

minority children (Bradley & Caldwell, 1981; Elardo & Bradley, 1981) . Also, HOME

scores are predictive after controlling for the family's socio-economie status and even for

the mother's scores on tests of aptitude or achievement (Moore & Snyder, 1991 ;

Menaghan & Parcel, 1991; Dubow & Luster, 1990}. Nonetheless, it would certainly be

desirable to have a more reliable, up-to-date, and culturally balanced version of the

instrument .

Finally, it should be obvious that we still have a lot ta learn ahout the

relationships between changing family living situatians and trends in academic

achievement . These relationships are a good deal mvre complear than they are usuall y

portrayed in policy debates . We really cannot infer from observed assvciations in

individual-level surveys that past changes in family life have had massive and monolithic

impacts (either negative or positive) on the achievement of American schoolchildren .

Nor can we confidently assert that propased future changes in family policies will hav e
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such effects either . Clearly, the family matters for pupil achievement . But we have a

way to go be~are the paths of influence are fully mapped.
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Table 1

Grade Repetition Amvng U.5. Children Aged 7-17,
by Family Characteristics, 198 8

~bserved Adjusted Observed Adjusted
Prvportion Proportion Proportion Proportion
Repeating Repeatin,g Rep,eating e eatin

All children aged 7-17 18% 18%

Family ~arents in Home
Characteristics : Both birth parents 13% 16 %

Mother oniy
Parent Education - never married 32% 19%

Less than high school 33% 28% - formerly married 23% 18%
High school graduate 21% 20% Mother-stepfather 24% 2S%
Some college 15% 16% Father-stepmother 28% 28%
College graduate 9% 13% Grandparents 33% 24%
Some grad school 7% 11% Adoptive parents 14% 19%

(eta, beta) (20***) (.13***) (eta, beta) (.16***) (.09***)

~Family fncome ,L~thnic, Gro~
<$10,000 32%a 22%a Asian 4% 7%
$10,OU0-19,999 23% 19% White 16% 18°I'o
$20,000-34,999 18% 19% Axnerican Indian 20% 1S%
$35,000-49,999 13% lb% Hispanic 21% 16 %
$50,000+ 10% 1S% Black 28% 22%

(eta, beta) (19***) ( OS*) (eta, beta) (.13*'~*) (.06***)

JYelfare/Povertv Status mber o Children
Welfare family 34% 2S% One 18% 16%
Poor, non-weifare 28% 20% Two 16% 18 %
Non-poor 1S% 17% Three 18% 19 %

Four 22%a 20%
(eta, beta) (.I7***) (.06***) Five or more 20% 17 %

(eta, beta) (.OS*) (.03)

Source : Child Trends, Inc . Multiple classification analysis of data from 1988 National Health Interview
Survey on Child Health, National Center for Health Statistics, 199L
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Table 2

Achievement Test Performance and Family Living Conditions
of Black Children in the United States, 197Q-1990

Year

Average NAEP reading scvre of
17-year-olds

Average SAT Verbal score

Average 5AT Math score

Children under 18 living with
mother only

Children under 18 iiving below the
poverty line

Children vf elementary school ages
(6-11) living with a parent who is a
high school graduate

Average number of children born
per woman

'~Total fertility rate for 1989

19bQ 197a ~ 1980 1985 1990

-- 239 241 243 264 267

-- -- 332 332 346 352

-- -- 354 362 376 38S

20% 30% -- 44% S1% S1%a

66% 41% 41% 42% 43% 44 %

-- 36% -- 51% 67% 74%

4.5 3.1 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.4 *

Source : Child Trends, Inc ., compiled from data from U.S. Bureau vf the Census, National Center for
Education Statistics, Natianal Center for Health Statistics, and the Callege Entrance Examination
Board, 1992.
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~gure 1 .

N.AEP I~~aclin~ I'roficiency Trexlc~~,

1~'~1 t~ 1~~(~ ,

b~~% I~ac~ an~ I-~ispanic (~ri~ia~

Adept 30 0

2`~ 5

Intermediate ~rj ~

~2~ 5

sasic ~0 0

17 5

Rudimentary 1 rj ~
7l 75 BO 84 8690 71 75 BO 84 8890 71 75 BO 84 8890

Afriean-Americans Hispanics White s

Source
U .S . Departmenk aP Educatan, Natlonal Ca4ter Yor Education
Statlstics and Educationai Testing Servfce, data [rom the
Natlonal Asaessment oY Educational Progress, Novemher, 1991 .
Note :

Reading proYiciency scores range from 0 to 5D0 .


